
 
 

1. Types of communication people use include the which 
of the following? 

a. Speech 
b. Text Messaging 
c. Letters 

d. Email 
e. All of the above 

 
2. Why would someone prefer having pictures/symbols on 

vocabulary pages? 

a. They like the colors 
b. They have trouble with reading 
c. They like dog pictures 
d. They cannot see the words 

 
3. What are the advantages to having AAC Apps available 

to everyone? 
a. Access is much quicker 
b. No requirement for documentation and evaluation 

c. Many are very inexpensive or free to try 
d. All of the above 

 
4. What is a reason for using Enhanced Keyboard tools? 

a. You don’t have a physical keyboard 

b. It keeps your desk space more open 
c. You can type 80 words per minute with your eyes 

closed & no mistakes 
d. Your spelling is horrible, and you have difficulty 

finding some words. 
 

5. What areas do exercises like Mind Games and Cut The 
Rope help? 

a. Teasing other people 

b. Increasing your frustration 
c. Focus, concentration, processing, and dexterity 
d. Rope lassoing and screen time 



 

 

6. I have to have an Amazon account to use Alexa 
a. True 

b. False 
 
 

7. I have to have WiFi to use Alexa 
a. True 
b. False 

 
8. What is a Lumen? 

a. A type of lemon 
b. A unit of illumination in the International Systems 

of Units 
c. A dialect in Germany 

d. A measure of the amount of brightness of a 
lightbulb   

 
9.  What is the best position to put a desk lamp around a 

computer screen?  

a. Hide the lamp directly behind the computer 
screen 

b. Point the lightbulb directly towards the computer 
screen so that everything is brightened 

c. Place it on top of or above the computer screen to 

make it shine on the working area of a desk 
d. Place it on the floor under the desk 

 
10. A person who is blind does not need light to do 

anything 
a. True 
b. False 

 

 
 
 


